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Abstract—Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) can be
efficiently used in land mobile satellite (LMS) communications
in order to increase link availability, coverage and reliability.
In this paper, we study -for first time in the literature- the
outage performance of an uplink LMS system consisting of two
terrestrial user nodes which perform NOMA in the uplink, with
either successive interference cancellation or joint decoding at the
satellite receiver. Closed-form expressions for the outage proba-
bility are derived for both cases assuming composite shadowed-
Rician fading channels. Finally, numerical results and simulations
validate the theoretical analysis.

Index Terms—Land mobile satellite communications, NOMA,
outage probability

I. INTRODUCTION

Land mobile satellite (LMS) networks are an integral part
of the fifth generation (5G) ecosystem, since 5G as a terrestrial
network will still be affected by the limitations of land-
based infrastructures, which currently cover less than 20 per
cent of the world [1]. For example, individuals or fleets that
work mostly in remote locations, or those who travel between
urban and rural area a hybrid LMS/5G solution can ensure
mobility and connectivity. The potential roles of satellite are
acknowledged by the 5G ecosystem in a technical report of
3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [2]. Considering
the increasing requirements of LMS networks in terms of
connectivity and data rate, the impact of channel fading, which
depends on several factors, such as height, positioning of the
buildings/trees, and weather conditions, and the utilized mul-
tiple access control scheme on performance are of paramount
importance.

On the other hand, non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA)
can increase spectral efficiency, reliability and the number of
connected users in future wireless networks. A comprehensive
description of the NOMA techniques can be found in [3]
and references therein. Specifically, in uplink NOMA more
than one users transmit their signal in the same orthogonal
block (time slot, frequency, etc) and, thus, multiuser detection
techniques, such as successive interference cancellation (SIC)
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or joint decoding (JD), are used at the receiver to decode the
user’s message. In more detail, if SIC is used, a signal is
decoded considering the other signals as interference, while
in JD, all users’ signals are jointly decoded to achieve the
capacity region of both Gaussian and fading multiple access
channels.

Recently, NOMA has been investigated as a promising
access technique for LMS networks, since it has the potential
to mitigate the impact of both multipath and shadow fading
on the users’ performance. More specifically, in [4], the
downlink of an LMS network with NOMA was introduced
and studied. Also, in [5], [6], the outage performance of an
amplify-and-forward hybrid satellite-terrestrial relay networks
with NOMA is investigated, where a satellite communicates
with multiple terrestrial users through the help of a relay
through NOMA. Furthermore, the downlink transmission of a
NOMA-based integrated terrestrial-satellite network, in which
the terrestrial networks and the satellite cooperatively provide
coverage for ground users, while reusing the entire bandwidth
is investigated in [7]. Finally, in [8], the impact of imperfect
SIC of a downlink NOMA-based satellite networks is studied
and the corresponding outage probability is derived.

In contrast to all the aforementioned research works that
focused on the downlink, in the present contribution, the
uplink of an LMS network with NOMA is considered. It
should be highlighted that the concept of uplink is different
from that of downlink NOMA, since in the uplink NOMA
interfering messages are received form different nodes, i.e.,
via different links, while, as it has already been mentioned,
any decoding order can be used at the receiver, which make
the analysis particularly challenging. More specifically, closed-
form expressions for the outage probability, when either SIC
or JD is used to mitigate the interference at the receiver, are
derived for composite shadowed-Rician fading channels. The
special case of the line-of-sight (LoS) component following
the Rayleigh distribution is also considered as an upper bound
of the system’s performance. In this case, simple closed-
form expressions for the outage probability are derived, which
provide useful insights for the system design.

II. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODEL

A. System Model

We consider a LMS network consisting of a satellite node
(SN) and two terrestrial user nodes (UNs), which perform
NOMA in the uplink. Specifically, the UNs communicate in
the same resource block (e.g. time slot) with the SN and the
last performs either SIC or JD to decode both signals. We
further assume that both UNs and the SN are equipped with a
single antenna and the UNs are located at different positions
in the ground, but they are served by the same SN [4].
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Assuming that i-th and j-th UNs have transmitted the
signals xi and xj , the received signal at the SN is given by

y =
√
pihixi +

√
pjhjxj + n, (1)

where pk with k ∈ {i, j}, hk and n denote the transmitted
power of the k-th UN, the small scale fading coefficient of
the link between the k-th UN and the SN and the additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN), respectively.

Assuming that SIC is used at the SN, the achievable rate of
the i-th UN, if its signal is decoded first and considering the
interference from the j-th UN’s signal, is given by

Ri,1 = log2

(
1 +

γi
γj + 1

)
, (2)

where γk = pk|hk|2
σ2 and σ2 being the variance of the noise.

If the i-th UN’s signal is decoded second, considering the
decoding result of the j-th UN’s signal, the achievable rate is
given by

Ri,2 = log2

(
1 +

γi
εγj + 1

)
, (3)

where ε ∈ {0, 1} represents the decoding result of the
UN’s message that is decoded first. Moreover, assuming that
JD is utilized, the achievable rate region is defined by the
inequalities

Rk ≤ log2 (1 + γk)

Ri +Rj ≤ log2 (1 + γi + γj) . (4)

B. Channel Model

Regarding the channels between the UNs and the SN, we
assume that they undergo independent and identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d.) shadowed-Rician fading, which can efficiently
describe the LMS channel characteristics. The two statistical
models for the LMS link are described in [9] and [10]. In
[9], the amplitudes of the scatter and the LoS follow Rayleigh
and lognormal distributions, respectively, but the derived ex-
pressions are particularly complicated, whereas in [10], the
Nakagami-m distribution is used to model the amplitude of the
LoS instead of the lognormal distribution and the model fits
well to the LMS link experimental data. Therefore, adopting
the model described in [10], the composite shadowed-Rician
distribution can be approximated with high accuracy through a
distribution, resulting from the Rayleigh and the Nakagami-m
distributions, with parameters (m, b,Ω) and probability density
function (PDF) given by

f|hk|2(x) = αke
−βkx

1F1(mk; 1; δkx), (5)

where αk = 1
2bk

(
2bkmk

2bkmk+Ωk

)
, βk = 1

2bk
, δk =

Ωk
2bk(2bkmk+Ωk) , 2bk and Ωk denote the average power of
the multipath and the line-of-sight (LoS) components, respec-
tively, mk is the parameter of the Nakagami-m distribution,
and 1F1(·; ·; ·) represents the confluent hypergeometric func-
tion [11]. To this end, it can be proved that the random
variable γk, which expresses the received signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), also follows the same distribution with parameters

(mk,
pk
σ2 bk,

pk
σ2 Ωk). Hereinafter, αk, βk and δk are defined by

the parameters of the random variable γk.
It should be highlighted that since the LMS channel under-

goes block fading effect, it remains constant over the channelâs
coherence time. Moreover, since satellite communication uses
wideband signalling, each data pulse is extremely small, thus
in each coherence time a large number of data symbols can
be transmitted [12].

III. OUTAGE PERFORMANCE

A. Uplink NOMA with SIC

In this subsection, we derive a closed-form expression for
the outage probability of the LMS NOMA system, when SIC
is performed.

Theorem 1: The outage probability of the i-th UN, assuming
that SIC is performed, is given in (6) at the top of the next
page, where ζk = βk − δk and θk = 2R̂k − 1 with R̂k being
the target rate of the k-th UN,

c1 =

{
γ
(
n+ k2 + 1, (ζiθi + ζj)

(θi+1)θj
1−θiθj

)
, θiθj < 1

Γ (n+ k2 + 1) , θiθj ≥ 1
(7)

and c2 is given in (8) at the top of the next page, with
Γ(·), γ(·, ·), and Γ(·, ·) being the gamma function, the lower
incomplete gamma function, and the upper incomplete gamma
function, respectively [11].

Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix A.
In the next proposition we present a simple closed-form

expression for the outage probability, when mk = 1, i.e., the
amplitude of the LoS also follows the Rayleigh distribution.
This expression is useful, because it provides a bound in
the system’s performance and allows useful insights to be
extracted.

Proposition 1: The outage probability of the i-th UN for
the special case of mk = 1, assuming that SIC is performed,
is given by

P s
ij = 1− e−ζjθj − αje

−ζiθi

ζiθi + ζj
c3

+
αje

ζi

ζi
θj

+ ζj
c4 +

αie
−ζjθj

ζi + ζjθj

(
1− e−(ζi+ζjθj)θi

)
,

(9)

where

c3 =

1− e−(ζiθi+ζj)
(θi+1)θj
1−θiθj , θiθj < 1

1, θiθj ≥ 1
(10)

and

c4 =

e−
(
ζi
θj

+ζj
)
θj − e−

(
ζi
θj

+ζj
) (θi+1)θj

1−θiθj , θiθj < 1

e
−
(
ζi
θj

+ζj
)
θj
, θiθj ≥ 1.

(11)

Proof: Setting mk = 1 in (6), (9) is derived. It should be
highlighted that in this case αk = ζk = pk

σ2 (Ωk + 2bk).
An important insight that can be derived from (9) is the

behavior of the outage probability in the high SNR regime,
i.e., pk

σ2 →∞.
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P s
ij = αiαj

mi−1∑
k1=0

mj−1∑
k2=0

(1−mi)k1(1−mj)k2(−δi)k1(−δj)k2

k1!k2!ζk1+1
i ζk2+1

j

(
γ (k2 + 1, ζjθj)

k2!
− γ (k1 + 1, ζiθi)

k1!

)

+ αi

mi−1∑
k1=0

(1−mi)k1(−δi)k1

(k1!)2ζk1+1
i

γ (k1 + 1, ζiθi)− αiαj
mi−1∑
k1=0

mj−1∑
k1=0

k1∑
l=0

l∑
n=0

(1−mi)k1(1−mj)k2(−δi)k1(−δj)k2

k1!(k2!)2l!ζk1+1
i

×
(
l

n

)(
e−ζiθi (ζiθi)

l

(ζiθi + ζj)n+k2+1
c1 − eζi

(
ζi
θj

)l
(−θj)l−nc2

)
+ αiαje

−ζjθj
mi−1∑
k1=0

mj−1∑
k2=0

k2∑
l=0

l∑
n=0

(1−mi)k1(1−mj)k2(−δi)k1(−δj)k2

(k1!)2k2!l!ζk2+1
j

(
l

n

)
(ζjθj)

l

(ζi + ζjθj)k1+n+1
γ (k1 + n+ 1, (ζi + ζjθj)θi))

(6)

c2 =


∑n+k2
p=0

p!(
ζi
θj

+ζj
)p+1

(
n+k2
p

)(
e
−
(
ζi
θj

+ζj
)
θj
θn+k2−p
j − e−

(
ζi
θj

+ζj
) (θi+1)θj

1−θiθj

(
(θi+1)θj
1−θiθj

)n+k2−p
)
, θiθj < 1(

ζi
θj

+ ζj

)−n−k2−1

Γ
(
n+ k2 + 1,

(
ζi
θj

+ ζj

)
θj

)
, θiθj ≥ 1

(8)

P c
ij = αi

mi−1∑
k1=0

(1−mi)k1(−δi)k1

(k1!)2ζk1+1
i

γ (k1 + 1, ζiθi) + αj

mj−1∑
k2=0

(1−mj)k2(−δj)k2

(k2!)2ζk2+1
j

γ (k2 + 1, ζjθj)

+ αiαj

mi−1∑
k1=0

mj−1∑
k2=0

(1−mi)k1(1−mj)k2(−δi)k1(−δj)k2

k1!(k2!)2ζk1+1
i ζk2+1

j

(
γ (k2 + 1, ζj(θi + 1)θj)

(
1− γ (k1 + 1, ζiθi)

k1!

)

− γ (k2 + 1, ζjθj)

)
− αiαje−ζiθij

mi−1∑
k1=0

mj−1∑
k2=0

k1∑
l=0

l∑
n=0

(1−mi)k1 (1−mj)k2 (−δi)k1 (−δj)k2

k1!(k2!)2l!ζ
k1+1
i

(
l

n

)
(−ζi)l(−θij)l−nc5

(13)

Proposition 2: The outage probability of the i-th UN for
the special case of mk = 1, assuming that SIC is performed,
in the high SNR regime is given by

P s,∞
ij =

{
0, θiθj < 1

ζiζi(θiθj−1)
(ζiθi+ζj)(ζi+ζjθj)

, θiθj ≥ 1.
(12)

Proof: Considering that pkσ2 is contained in αk and ζi and
calculating the limits, (12) is derived.

It should be highlighted that for the case of SIC a floor is
observed in the outage performance of the considered system.

B. LMS Uplink NOMA with JD

In this subsection, we derive two closed-form expressions
for the outage probability, assuming that JD is used to detect
the UNs’ messages at the BS, instead of SIC. More specif-
ically, we derive the common outage probability which is
defined as the probability that outage occurs in at least one
of the UNs and the individual outage probability of the i-th
UN where outage occurs in the i-th UN, regardless if outage
occurs in the j-th UN or not [13].

Theorem 2: The common outage probability, assuming that
JD is performed, is given in (13) at the top of this page, where
θij = (θi + 1)(θj + 1) − 1 and c5 is given in (17) at the top
of this page.

Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix B.

Theorem 3: The individual outage probability of the i-th
UN, assumming that JD is utilized, is given in (15) at the top
of the next page.

Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix C.
Accordingly with the previous subsection, the following

propositions present the outage probability with JD for the
case that the amplitude of the LoS also follows the Rayleigh
distribution, which simplifies the derived expressions.

Proposition 3: The common outage probability, assuming
that JD is performed, for the special case of mk = 1 for both
UNs is given by

P c
ij = 1− e−ζiθie−ζj(θi+1)θj − αje−ζiθijc6, (16)

where

c6 =

{
1

ζi−ζj

(
e(ζi−ζj)(θi+1)θj − e(ζi−ζj)θj

)
, ζi 6= ζj

θiθj , ζi = ζj .
(17)

Proof: Setting mk = 1 in (13), (16) is derived.
Proposition 4: The individual outage probability of the i-th

UN, assuming that JD is performed, for the special case of
mk = 1 for both UNs is given by

P in
ij = P c

ij −
αje
−ζiθi

ζiθi + ζj

(
1− e−(ζiθi+ζj)θj

)
. (18)

Proof: Setting mk = 1 in (15), (18) is derived.
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c5 =


∑n+k2
p=0

(−1)pp!
(ζi−ζj)p+1

(
n+k2
p

) (
e(ζi−ζj)(θi+1)θj ((θi + 1)θj)

n+k2−p − e(ζi−ζj)θjθn+k2−p
j

)
, ζi 6= ζj

1
n+k2+1

(
((θi + 1)θj)

n+k2+1 − θn+k2+1
j

)
, ζi = ζj

(14)

P in
ij = P c

ij − αj
mj−1∑
k2=0

(1−mj)k2(−δj)k2

(k2!)2ζk2+1
j

γ (k2 + 1, ζjθj) + αiαj

mi−1∑
k1=0

mj−1∑
k2=0

(1−mi)k1 (1−mj)k2 (−δi)k1 (−δj)k2

k1!(k2!)2ζ
k1+1
i ζ

k2+1
j

γ (k2 + 1, ζjθj)

+ αiαje
−ζiθi

mi−1∑
k1=0

mj−1∑
k2=0

k1∑
l=0

l∑
n=0

(1−mi)k1 (1−mj)k2 (−δi)k1 (−δj)k2

k1!(k2!)2l!ζ
k1+1
i

(
l

n

)
(ζiθi)

l

(ζiθi + ζj)k2+n+1
γ (k2 + n+ 1, (ζiθi + ζj)θj))

(15)

In the high SNR regime, when JD is utilized, both the
common and the individual outage probability is zero, which
can be proved by calculating the limit of (16) as pk

σ2 → ∞.
In the case of JD there is no floor in the outage performance,
thus JD outperforms SIC in the high SNR regime.

IV. SIMULATIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, numerical results and simulations are pro-
vided to evaluate the outage performance of the considered
system and validate the analytical results. We assume that
one UN’s link with the LMS undergoes frequent heavy
shadowing (FHS) with (m, b,Ω) = (1, 0.063, 8.97 × 10−4)
and the other UN’s link undergoes average shadowing (AS)
with (m, b,Ω) = (10, 0.126, 0.835) and the thresholds are
θ = 1dB and θ = 3dB, respectively. In the two figures the
lines correspond to the theoretical results and the symbols
correspond to the simulations.

In Fig. 1, the outage probability of the considered system
is plotted versus the transmitted SNR of the UNs which is
assumed to be the same for both UNs. For the case of JD the
common outage performance is similar with the one of the
UN with FHS, since this UN faces worse channel conditions.
Also, it can be observed that JD outperforms SIC in the
medium and high SNR regime and the floor in the outage
performance of SIC is evident. The outage performance of
the UN with AS is better for both SIC and JD, since the
channel conditions are more favorable. Similar behavior is
observed in Fig. 2 which illustrates the outage performance
of a LMS network consisting of two UNs with FHS. In this
case, m = 1 and the simple derived expressions for the outage
probability are used. It is noticed that JD always outperforms
SIC at the expense of increased complexity and as expected
the performance is worse compared to the one illustrated in
Fig. 1. In both figures a performance upper bound (PUB) is
illustrated, where a resource block is used solely by one UN. It
is obvious that this case is an upper bound in the performance,
however when JD is utilized the achieved performance is close
to this bound.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Outage occurs in the i-th UN, regardless if outage occurs
in the j-th UN or not, thus the outage probability of the i-th
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Fig. 1. Outage probability versus transmitted SNR.
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Fig. 2. Outage probability versus transmitted SNR for the special case of
m = 1.

UN is given by [14]

P s
ij = Pr

(
γi

γj + 1
< θi,

γj
γi + 1

< θj

)
+ Pr

(
γj

γi + 1
≥ θj , γi < θi

)
.

(19)

Using the random variables X = γi and Y = γj , the first term
in (19), termed as P1, can be written as

P1 = Pr

(
Y

θj
− 1 < X < θi (Y + 1)

)
. (20)

Considering that the expressions X
Y+1 = θi and Y

X+1 = θj

intersect at the point (θi+1)θj
1−θiθj if θiθj < 1, and they do not

intersect if θiθj ≥ 1, and that X and Y are independent, (20)
can be rewritten as

P1 =

∫ d

0

FX (θi (y + 1)) fY (y)dy −
∫ d

θj

FX

(
y

θj
− 1

)
fY (y)dy,

(21)
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where

d =

{
(θi+1)θj
1−θiθj , θiθj < 1

∞, θiθj ≥ 1.
(22)

Assuming that mw with w ∈ {i, j} is a positive integer, the
PDF of both X and Y can be written as

fZ(z) = αwe
−ζwz

mw−1∑
k=0

(1−mw)k(−δw)k

(k!)2
zk (23)

with Z ∈ {X,Y }. Moreover, the CDF is given by

FZ(z) = αw

mw−1∑
k=0

(1−mw)k(−δw)k

(k!)2ζk+1
w

γ(k + 1, ζwz). (24)

Considering that the incomplete gamma function can be writ-
ten as [11]

γ(k + 1, z) = k!

(
1− e−z

k∑
l=0

zl

l!

)
(25)

and after some algebraic manipulations the two integrals in
(21) can be calculated.

Furthermore, the second term in (19), termed as P2, can be
written as

P2 = Pr

(
Y

X + 1
≥ θj , X < θi

)
. (26)

Considering that X and Y are independent, (26) can be
rewritten as

P2 =

∫ θi

0

(1− FY (θj(x+ 1))) fX(x)dx. (27)

Following similar steps, the integral in (27) can be calculated
and (6) can be derived.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 2

Utilizing JD, outage occurs when (θi, θj) is out of the
capacity region, thus the common outage probability is given
by

P c
ij = 1− Pr (γi ≥ θi, γj ≥ θj , γi + γj ≥ θij) . (28)

Using the random variables X = γi and Y = γj which are
independent, (28) can be rewritten as

P jd
ij = 1−

∫ ∞
θj

Pr (X ≥ θi, X + y ≥ θij) fY (y)dy. (29)

In (29), the probability can be rewritten as

Pr (X ≥ θi, X + y ≥ θij) = 1− FX (max{θi, θij − y}) ,
(30)

where max denotes the maximum of the two elements. The
second term in max, θij − y, is greater than bi, when y <
(θi + 1)θj , thus (29) can be written as

P jd
ij = 1−

∫ (θi+1)θj

θj

(1− FX (θij − y)) fY (y)dy

−
∫ ∞

(θi+1)θj

(1− FX (θi)) fY (y)dy.

(31)

Following similar steps as in the proof of Theorem 1, (13) can
be derived.

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 3

Utilizing JD, the individual outage probability of the i-
th UN is calculated by subtracting a term that indicates the
probability that outage occurs in the j-th UN while the i-th UN
is successfully decoded from the common outage probability
and, thus, is given by

P in
ij = P c

ij − Pr

(
γi

γj + 1
≥ θi, γj < θj

)
. (32)

Using the random variables X = γi and Y = γj , the
subtracted term, Ps can be written as

Ps = Pr (X ≥ θi(Y + 1), Y < θj) . (33)

Considering that X and Y are independent, (33) can be
rewritten as

Ps =

∫ θj

0

(1− FX (θi(y + 1))) fY (y)dy. (34)

Following similar steps as in the proof of Theorem 1, (15) can
be derived.
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